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Abstract. A robust thresholding technique is proposed in this paper for segmentation of brain MR
images. It is based on the fuzzy thresholding techniques. Its aim is to threshold the gray level
histogram of brain MR images by splitting the image histogram into multiple crisp subsets. The
histogram of the given image is thresholded according to thesimilarity between gray levels. The
similarity is assessed through a second order fuzzy measuresuch as fuzzy correlation, fuzzy entropy,
and index of fuzziness. To calculate the second order fuzzy measure, a weighted co-occurrence
matrix is presented, which extracts the local information more accurately. Two quantitative indices
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on a set of brain MR images.
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1. Introduction

Image segmentation is an indispensable process in the visualization of human tissues, particularly during
clinical analysis of medical images. Segmentation is a process of partitioning an image space into some
non-overlapping meaningful homogeneous regions. The success of an image analysis system depends
on the quality of segmentation [17, 18, 20]. In the analysis of medical images for computer-aided diag-
nosis and therapy, segmentation is often required as a preliminary stage. Medical image segmentation
is a complex and challenging task due to intrinsic nature of the images. The brain has a particularly
complicated structure and its precise segmentation is veryimportant for detecting tumors, edema, and
necrotic tissues, in order to prescribe appropriate therapy [17, 18, 20].

In medical imaging technology, a number of complementary diagnostic tools such as x-ray computer
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging and position emission tomography are available. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is an important diagnostic imagingtechnique for the early detection of ab-
normal changes in tissues and organs. Its unique advantage over other modalities is that it can provide
multispectral images of tissues with a variety of contrastsbased on the three MR parametersρ, T1, and
T2. Therefore, majority of research in medical image segmentation concerns MR images [20].

Conventionally, these images are interpreted visually andqualitatively by radiologists. Advanced
research requires quantitative information such as the size of the brain ventricles after a traumatic brain
injury or the relative volume of ventricles to brain. Fully automatic methods sometimes fail, producing
incorrect results and requiring the intervention of a humanoperator. This is often true due to restrictions
imposed by image acquisition, pathology and biological variation. Hence, it is important to have a
faithful method to measure various structures in the brain.One of such methods is the segmentation of
images to isolate objects and regions of interest.

Thresholding is one of the old, simple, and popular techniques for image segmentation. It can be
done based on global (e.g. gray level histogram of the entireimage) or local information (e.g. co-
occurrence matrix) extracted from the image. A series of algorithms for image segmentation based on
histogram thresholding can be found in the literature [1, 3,7, 12, 19, 21]. Entropy based algorithms
have been proposed in [8, 9, 10, 16]. One of the main problems in medical image segmentation is
uncertainty. Some of its sources include imprecision in computations and vagueness in class definitions.
In this background, the possibility concept introduced by the fuzzy set theory has gained popularity in
modeling and propagating uncertainty in medical imaging applications [5, 6]. Also, since the fuzzy
set theory is a powerful tool to deal with linguistic concepts such as similarity, several segmentation
algorithms based on fuzzy set theory are reported in the literature [2, 4, 13, 16, 22].

In general, all histogram thresholding techniques based onfuzzy set theory work very well when
the image gray level histogram is bimodal or multimodal. On the other hand, a great deal of medical
images is usually unimodal, where the conventional histogram thresholding techniques perform poorly
or even fail. In this class of histograms, unlike the bimodalcase, there is no clear separation between
object and background pixel occurrences. Thus, to find a reliable threshold, some adequate criteria for
splitting the image histogram should be used. In [22], an approach to threshold the histogram according
to the similarity between gray levels has been proposed. Theproposed method is based on a fuzzy
measure to threshold the image histogram. The second order fuzzy measure (e.g. fuzzy correlation,
fuzzy entropy, index of fuzziness, etc.) is used for assessing such a concept. The local information of
the given image is extracted through a modified co-occurrence matrix. The technique proposed here
consists of two linguistic variables{bright, dark} modeled by two fuzzy subsets and a fuzzy region on
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the gray level histogram. Each of the gray levels of the fuzzyregion is assigned to both defined subsets
one by one and the second order fuzzy measure using weighted co-occurrence matrix is calculated. The
ambiguity of each gray level is determined from the fuzzy measures of two fuzzy subsets. Finally, the
strength of ambiguity for each gray level is computed. The multiple thresholds of the image histogram
are determined according to the strength of ambiguity of thegray levels using a nearest mean classifier.
Experimental results reported in this paper confirm that theproposed method is robust in segmenting
brain MR images compared to existing popular thresholding techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, some basic definitions about fuzzy sets and
second order fuzzy measures along with co-occurrence matrix are introduced. The proposed algorithm
for histogram thresholding is presented in Section 3. Experimental results and a comparison with other
thresholding methods are presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2. Fuzzy Measures and Co-Occurrence Matrix

A fuzzy subsetA of the universeX is defined as a collection of ordered pairs

A = {(µA(x), x),∀x ∈ X} (1)

whereµA(x) (0 ≤ µA(x) ≤ 1) denotes the degree of belonging of the elementx to the fuzzy setA. The
support of fuzzy setA is the crisp set that contains all the elements ofX that have a non-zero membership
value inA [25].

LetX = [xmn] be an image of sizeM×N andL gray levels, wherexmn is the gray value at location
(m,n) in X, xmn ∈ GL, GL = {0, 1, 2, ....., L−1} is the set of the gray levels,m = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,M −1,
n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1, andµX(xmn) be the value of the membership function in the unit interval[0, 1],
which represents the degree of possessing some brightness propertyµX(xmn) by the pixel intensityxmn.
By mapping an imageX from xmn into µX(xmn), the image setX can be written as

X = {(µX(xmn), xmn)}. (2)

Then,X can be viewed as a characteristic function andµX is a weighting coefficient that reflects the
ambiguity inX. A function mapping all the elements in a crisp set into real numbers in[0, 1] is called
a membership function. The larger value of the membership function represents the higher degree of
the membership. It means how closely an element resembles anideal element. Membership functions
can represent the uncertainty using some particular functions. These functions transform the linguistic
variables into numerical calculations by setting some parameters. The fuzzy decisions can then be made.
The standardS-function (that is,S(xmn; a, b, c)) of Zadeh is as follows [25]:

µX(xmn) =



























0 xmn ≤ a

2
[

xmn−a
c−a

]2
a ≤ xmn ≤ b

1 − 2
[

xmn−c
c−a

]2
b ≤ xmn ≤ c

1 xmn ≥ c

(3)

whereb = (a+c)
2 is the crossover point (for which the membership value is 0.5). The shape ofS-function

is manipulated by the parametersa andc.
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2.1. Co-Occurrence Matrix

The co-occurrence matrix (or the transition matrix) of the imageX is anL × L dimensional matrix that
gives an idea about the transition of intensity between adjacent pixels. In other words, the(i, j)th entry
of the matrix gives the number of times the gray levelj follows the gray leveli (that is, the gray levelj
is an adjacent neighbor of the gray leveli) in a specific fashion. Leta denotes the(m,n)th pixel in X
andb denotes one of the eight neighboring pixel ofa, that is,

b ∈ a8 = {(m,n − 1), (m,n + 1), (m + 1, n), (m − 1, n), (m − 1,

n − 1), (m − 1, n + 1), (m + 1, n − 1), (m + 1, n + 1)}

then tij =
∑

a∈X
b∈a8

δ; where δ =

{

1 if gray level value ofa is i and that ofb is j

0 otherwise.
(4)

Obviously, tij gives the number of times the gray levelj follows gray leveli in any one of the eight
directions. The matrixT = [tij]L×L is, therefore, the co-occurrence matrix of the image X.

2.2. Second Order Fuzzy Correlation

The correlation between two local propertiesµ1 andµ2 (for example, edginess, blurredness, texture, etc.)
can be expressed in the following ways [14]:

C(µ1, µ2) = 1 −
4

L
∑

i=1

L
∑

j=1

[µ1(i, j) − µ2(i, j)]
2tij

Y1 + Y2
(5)

wheretij is the frequency of occurrence of the gray leveli followed by j, that is,T = [tij ]L×L is the
co-occurrence matrix defined earlier, and

Yk =

L
∑

i=1

L
∑

j=1

[2µk(i, j) − 1]2tij; k = 1, 2.

To calculate the correlation between a gray-tone image and its two-tone version,µ2 is considered as the
nearest two-tone version ofµ1. That is,

µ2(x) =

{

0 if µ1(x) ≤ 0.5

1 otherwise.
(6)

2.3. Second Order Fuzzy Entropy

Out of then pixels of the imageX, consider a combination ofr elements. LetSr
i denotes theith

such combination andµ(Sr
i ) denotes the degree to which the combinationSr

i , as a whole, possesses the
propertyµ. There arenCr such combinations. The entropy of orderr of the imageX is defined as [11]

H(r) = − 1

N

N
∑

i=1

[µ(Sr
i )ln{µ(Sr

i )} + {1 − µ(Sr
i )}ln{1 − µ(Sr

i )}]
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with logarithmic gain function andN =n Cr. It provides a measure of the average amount of difficulty
(ambiguity) in making a decision on any subset ofr elements as regards to its possession of an imprecise
property. Normally theser pixels are chosen as adjacent pixels. For the present investigation, the value
of r is chosen as 2.

2.4. Second Order Index of Fuzziness

The quadratic index of fuzziness of an imageX of sizeM ×N reflects the average amount of ambiguity
(fuzziness) present in it by measuring the distance (quadratic) between its fuzzy property planeµ1 and
the nearest two-tone versionµ2. In other words, the distance between the gray-tone image and its nearest
two-tone version [16]. If we consider spatial information in the membership function, then the index of
fuzziness takes the form

I(µ1, µ2) =

2







L
∑

i=1

L
∑

j=1

[µ1(i, j) − µ2(i, j)]
2tij







1

2

√
MN

(7)

wheretij is the frequency of occurrence of the gray leveli followed byj.

For computing the second order fuzzy measures such as correlation, entropy and index of fuzzi-
ness of an image, represented by a fuzzy set, one needs to choose two pixels at a time and to assign a
composite membership value to them. Normally these two pixels are chosen as adjacent pixels. Next
subsection presents a two dimensionalS-type membership function that represents fuzzy bright image
plane assuming higher gray value corresponds to object region.

2.5. 2DS-type Membership Function

The 2DS-type membership function reported in [15] assigns a composite membership value to a pair of
adjacent pixels as follows: For a particular thresholdb,

1. (b, b) is the most ambiguous point, that is, the boundary between object and background. There-
fore, its membership value for the fuzzy bright image plane is 0.5.

2. If one object pixel is followed by another object pixel, then its degree of belonging to object region
is greater than 0.5. The membership value increases with increase in pixel intensity.

3. If one object pixel is followed by one background pixel or vice versa, the membership value is less
than or equal to 0.5, depending on the deviation from the boundary point (b, b).

4. If one background pixel is followed by another backgroundpixel, then its degree of belonging to
object region is less than 0.5. The membership value decreases with decrease of pixel intensity.
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Instead of using fixed bandwidth (∆b), the parameters ofS-type membership function are taken as
follows [22]:

b =

q
∑

i=p

xi · h(xi)

q
∑

i=p

h(xi)

(8)

∆b = max{|b − (xi)min|, |b − (xi)max|}; c = b + ∆b; a = b − ∆b (9)

whereh(xi) denotes the image histogram andxp andxq are the limits of the subset being considered.
The quantities(xi)min and(xi)max represent the minimum and maximum gray levels in the currentset
for which h((xi)min) 6= 0 andh((xi)max) 6= 0. Basically, the crossover pointb is the mean gray level
value of the interval[xp, xq]. With the function parameters computed in this way, theS-type membership
function adjusts its shape as a function of the set elements.

3. Proposed Algorithm

The proposed method for segmentation of brain MR images consists of three phases, namely, modifica-
tion of co-occurrence matrix defined earlier; measure of ambiguity for each gray levelxi; and measure
of strength of ambiguity. Each of the three phases is elaborated next one by one.

3.1. Modification of Co-Occurrence Matrix

In general, for a given image consisting of object on a background, the object and background each
have a unimodal gray-level population. The gray levels of adjacent points interior to the object, or to the
background, are highly correlated, while across the edges at which object and background meet, adjacent
points differ significantly in gray level. If an image satisfies these conditions, its gray-level histogram
will be primarily a mixture of two unimodal histograms corresponding to the object and background
populations, respectively. If the means of these populations are sufficiently far apart, their standard
deviations are sufficiently small, and they are comparable in size, the image histogram will be bimodal.

In medical imaging, the histogram of the given image is in general unimodal. One side of the peak
may display a shoulder or slope change, or one side may be lesssteep than the other, reflecting the
presence of two peaks that are close together or that differ greatly in height. The histogram may also
contain a third, usually smaller, population corresponding to points on the object-background border.
These points have gray levels intermediate between those ofthe object and background; their presence
raises the level of the valley floor between the two peaks, or if the peaks are already close together, makes
it harder to detect the fact that they are not a single peak.

As the histogram peaks are close together and very unequal insize, it may be difficult to detect the
valley between them. This paper presents a method of producing a transformed co-occurrence matrix in
which the valley is deeper and is thus easier to detect. In determining how each point of the image should
contribute to the transformed co-occurrence matrix, this method takes into account the rate of change of
gray level at the point, as well as the point’s gray level (edge value); that is, the maximum of differences
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of average gray levels in pairs of horizontally and vertically adjacent 2-by-2 neighborhoods [24]. If∆ is
the edge value at a given point, then

∆ =
1

4
max{|xm−1,n + xm−1,n+1 + xm,n + xm,n+1 − xm+1,n − xm+1,n+1

−xm+2,n − xm+2,n+1|, |xm,n−1 + xm,n + xm+1,n−1

+xm+1,n − xm,n+1 − xm,n+2 − xm+1,n+1 − xm+1,n+2|}. (10)

According to the image model, points interior to the object and background should generally have low
edge values, since they are highly correlated with their neighbors, while those on the object-background
border should have high edge values. Hence, if we produce a co-occurrence matrix of the gray levels of
points having low edge values only, the peaks should remain essentially same, since they correspond to
interior points, but valley should become deeper, since theintermediate gray level points on the object-
background border have been eliminated.

More generally, we can compute a weighted co-occurrence matrix in which points having low edge
values are counted heavily, while points having high valuesare counted less heavily. If|∆| is the edge
value at a given point, then Equation (4) becomes

tij =
∑

a∈X
b∈a8

δ

(1 + |∆|2) . (11)

This gives full weight, that is 1, to points having zero edge value and negligible weight to high edge
value points.

3.2. Measure of AmbiguityA
The aim of the proposed method is to threshold the gray level histogram by splitting the image histogram
into multiple crisp subsets using second order fuzzy measure (e.g. fuzzy correlation, fuzzy entropy, index
of fuzziness, etc.) previously defined. First, let us define two linguistic variables{dark, bright} modeled
by two fuzzy subsets ofX, denoted byA andB, respectively. The fuzzy subsetsA andB are associated
with the histogram intervals[xmin, xp] and [xq, xmax], respectively, wherexp andxq are the final and
initial gray level limits for these subsets, andxmin andxmax are the lowest and highest gray levels of the
image, respectively. Then, the ratio of the cardinalities of two fuzzy subsetsA andB is given by

β =
nA

nB

=
|{xmin, xmin+1, · · · , xp−1, xp}|
|{xq, xq+1, · · · , xmax−1, xmax}|

. (12)

Next, we calculateFA(xmin : xp) andFB(xq : xmax), whereFA(xmin : xp) is the second order
fuzzy measure of fuzzy subsetA and its two-tone version; andFB(xq : xmax) is the second order fuzzy
measure of fuzzy subsetB and its two-tone version using the weighted co-occurrence matrix. Since the
key of the proposed method is the comparison of fuzzy measures, we have to normalize those measures.
This is done by computing a normalizing factorα according to the following relation

α =
FA(xmin : xp)

FB(xq : xmax)
. (13)
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To obtain the segmented version of the gray level histogram,we add to each of the subsetsA andB a gray
levelxi picked up from the fuzzy region and form two fuzzy subsetsÁ andB́ which are associated with
the histogram intervals[xmin, xi] and[xi, xmax], wherexp < xi < xq. Then, we calculateF

Á
(xmin : xi)

andF
B́

(xi : xmax). The ambiguity of the gray value ofxi is calculated as follows:

A(xi) = 1 − |F
Á
(xmin : xi) − α · F

B́
(xi : xmax)|

(1 + α)
. (14)

Finally, applying this procedure for all gray levels of the fuzzy region, we calculate the ambiguity of
each gray level. The process is started withxi = xp +1, andxi is incremented one by one untilxi > xq.
The ratio of the cardinalities of two modified fuzzy subsetsÁ andB́ at each iteration is being modified
accordingly

β́ =
n

Á

n
B́

=
|{xmin, xmin+1, · · · , xi−1, xi}|
|{xi, xi+1, · · · , xmax−1, xmax}|

> β (15)

Unlike [22], in proposed method asxi is incremented one by one, the value ofβ́ also increases.
Figure 1 represents the ambiguityA(xi) of the gray levelxi as a function of fuzzy measures of two
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Figure 1. AmbiguityA of the gray levelxi as a function of fuzzy measures of two fuzzy sets forα = 1.0

modified fuzzy subsetśA andB́ for α = 1.0. In other words, we calculate the ambiguity by observing
how the introduction of a gray levelxi of the fuzzy region affects the similarity measure among gray
levels in each of the modified fuzzy subsetsÁ andB́. The ambiguityA is maximum for the gray level
xi in which the fuzzy measures of two modified fuzzy subsets are equal. The threshold level (T ) for
segmentation corresponds to gray value with maximum ambiguity A. That is,

A(T ) = max arg{A(xi)}; ∀ xp < xi < xq (16)

To find out multiple thresholds corresponding to multiple segments, the concept of strength of ambi-
guity is introduced next.
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3.3. Strength of AmbiguityS
In this subsection, the strength of ambiguity (S) of each gray levelxi is calculated as follows: Let, the
difference of the gray levels between the current gray levelxi and the gray levelxj that is the closest
gray level on the left-hand side whose ambiguity value is larger than or equal to the current ambiguity
value is given by

∆L(xi) =

{

xi − xj if A(xj) ≥ A(xi)

0 otherwise
(17)

Similarly, the difference of the gray levels between the current gray levelxi and the gray levelxk that
is the closest gray level on the right-hand side whose ambiguity value is larger than or equal to current
ambiguity value is given by

∆R(xi) =

{

xk − xi if A(xk) ≥ A(xi)

0 otherwise
(18)

The strength of ambiguity of the gray levelxi is given by

S(xi) = D(xi) × ∆A(xi) (19)

whereD(xi) is the absolute distance of the gray levelxi and∆A(xi) is the difference of ambiguities of
gray levelsxi andxm, which is given by

∆A(xi) = A(xi) −A(xm) (20)

1. If ∆L(xi) = 0 and∆R(xi) = 0, it means that the current gray levelxi has the highest ambiguity
value; then

D(xi) = max(xi − xmin, xmax − xi) (21)

andxm is the gray level with smallest ambiguity value betweenxmin andxmax.

2. If ∆L(xi) 6= 0 and∆R(xi) = 0, then

D(xi) = ∆L(xi) (22)

andxm is the gray level with smallest ambiguity value betweenxi andxj.

3. If ∆R(xi) 6= 0 and∆L(xi) = 0, then

D(xi) = ∆R(xi) (23)

andxm is the gray level with smallest ambiguity value betweenxi andxk.

4. If ∆L(xi) 6= 0 and∆R(xi) 6= 0, then

D(xi) = min(∆L(xi),∆R(xi)) (24)

andxm is the gray level with smallest ambiguity value betweenxi andxp, wherexp is the adjacent
peak location of the current gray levelxi, where

xp =

{

xk if A(xj) ≥ A(xk)

xj otherwise
(25)
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The thresholds are determined according to the strengths ofambiguity of the gray levels using a
nearest mean classifier [23]. If the strength of ambiguity ofgray levelxt is the strongest, thenxt is
declared to be the first threshold. In order to find other thresholds,S(xt) and those strengths of ambiguity
which are less thanS(xt)/10 are removed. Then, the mean (M ) of strengths of ambiguity is calculated.
Finally, the minimum mean distance is calculated as follows:

D(xs) = min |S(xi) − M |; xp < xi < xq (26)

wherexs is the location that has the minimum distance withM . The strengths that are larger than or
equal toS(xs) are also declared to be thresholds. The detailed experimental results reported next validate
the framework we have set to segment brain MRI with feasible computation.
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Figure 2. (a) Image I-733; (b) Histogram of given image; and (c) Correlations of two modified fuzzy subsets
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Figure 3. (a) Measure of ambiguity; (b) Strength of ambiguity; and (c) Segmented image (proposed)

4. Experimental Results and Discussions

In this section, the results of different thresholding methods for segmentation of brain MR images are
presented. Above 100 MR images with different size and 16 bitgray levels are tested with different
methods. All the methods are implemented in C language and run in LINUX environment having ma-
chine configuration Pentium IV, 3.2 GHz, 1 MB cache, and 1 GB RAM. All the medical images are brain
MR images, which are collected from Advanced Medicare and Research Institute, Kolkata, India.
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From Relation (12), it is seen that the choice ofnA, nB, andβ is critical. If nA andnB increase, the
computational time decreases, resulting in non-acceptable segmentation. However, extensive experimen-
tation shows that the typical value ofβ is 1.0 andnA = nB = 10 for obtaining acceptable segmentation.
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Figure 4. (a) Image I-734; (b) Histogram of given image; and (c) Correlations of two modified fuzzy subsets
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Figure 5. (a) Measure of ambiguity; (b) Strength of ambiguity; and (c) Segmented image (proposed)

The proposed method is explained using Figures 2-5. Figures2 and 4 show two brain MR images (I-
733 and I-734) and their gray value histograms, along with the second order fuzzy correlationsC

Á
(xmin :

xi) andC
B́
(xi : xmax) of two modified fuzzy subsetśA andB́ with respect to the gray levelxi of the

fuzzy region. The values ofα andβ are also given here. In Figures 3 and 5, (a) and (b) depict the
ambiguity and strength of ambiguity of each gray levelxi. The thresholds are determined according to
the strength of ambiguity. Finally, Figures 3(c) and 5(c) show the segmented images obtained using the
proposed method. The multiple thresholds obtained using three fuzzy measures such as fuzzy correlation
(2-DFC), fuzzy entropy (2-DEntropy) and index of fuzziness(2-DIOF) for these two images (I-733 and I-
734) are reported in Table 1. The results reported in Table 1 establish the fact that the proposed method is
independent of the fuzzy measures used such as fuzzy correlation, fuzzy entropy, and index of fuzziness.
In all these cases, the number of thresholds are same and the threshold values are very close to each other.

The comparative segmentation results of different thresholding techniques are presented next. Table
2 represents the description of some brain MR images. Figures 6 and 7 show some brain MR images,
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(a) Image (b) Proposed (c) IOAC (d) 1-DFC (e) 2-DFC (f) Entropy (g) Otsu

Figure 6. Brain MR images [I-629, I-647, I-677, I-704, I-734] along with the segmented images

Table 1. Results of I-733 and I-734

Image Size Gray Gray Value Thresholds

Index (M × N ) Level Max. Min. 2-DFC 2-DEntropy 2-DIOF

I-733 512 × 360 843 842 0 280, 746 278, 743 280, 746

I-734 512 × 360 730 729 0 138, 642 137, 640 134, 640

along with the segmented images obtained using the proposedmethod, index of area coverage (IOAC)
[13], 1-D fuzzy correlation (1-DFC) [14], 2-D fuzzy correlation (2-DFC) [14], conditional entropy [8,
9, 10], and Otsu [7]. While Figure 6 represents the results for I-629, I-647, I-677, I-704, and I-734,
Figure 7 depicts the results of I-760, I-761, I-763, I-768, and I-788. In Table 2, the details of these
brain MR images are provided and Table 3 shows the values of the thresholds of different methods.
Unlike existing thresholding methods, the proposed schemecan detect multiple segments of the objects
if there exists. All the results reported in this paper clearly establish the fact that the proposed method is
robust in segmenting brain MR images compared to existing thresholding methods. None of the existing
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(a) Image (b) Proposed (c) IOAC (d) 1-DFC (e) 2-DFC (f) Entropy (g) Otsu

Figure 7. Brain MR images [I-760, I-761, I-763, I-768, I-788] along with the segmented images

thresholding methods could generate as consistently good segments as the proposed algorithm. Also,
some of the existing methods have failed to detect the objectregions.

5. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, a robust thresholding technique based on the fuzzy set theory is presented for segmentation
of brain MRI. The histogram threshold is determined according to the similarity between gray levels.
The fuzzy framework is used to obtain a mathematical model ofsuch a concept. The edge information of
each pixel location is incorporated to modify the co-occurrence matrix. The threshold determined in this
way avoids local minima. This characteristic represents anattractive property of the proposed method.
From the experimental results, it is seen that the proposed algorithm produces segmented images more
promising than do the conventional methods. An MR image based epilepsy diagnosis system is being
developed by the authors, and this was the initial motivation to develop segmentation method, since
segmentation is a key stage in successful diagnosis.
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Table 2. Description of Some Brain MR Images

Image Size Gray Gray Value

Index (M × N ) Level Maximum Minimum

I-629 256× 256 115 114 0

I-647 256× 256 515 514 0

I-677 512× 512 375 374 0

I-704 640× 448 1378 1377 0

I-734 512× 360 730 729 0

I-760 512× 360 557 2239 1683

I-761 512× 360 540 2244 1705

I-763 512× 360 509 2217 1709

I-768 512× 360 501 2188 1688

I-788 512× 360 593 2242 1650

Table 3. Threshold Values for Different Algorithms

Image Threshold Values

Index Proposed Otsu Entropy 1-DFC 2-DFC IOAC

I-629 13, 62, 103 32 25 58 55 25

I-647 37, 81, 342 94 150 12 18 20

I-677 70, 216, 313 82 216 350 342 31

I-704 97, 297, 926 266 264 924 922 70

I-734 138, 642 207 240 226 238 197

I-760 1777, 2064 1842 1904 1958 1952 2065

I-761 1929, 2067 2045 1928 1965 1954 2070

I-763 1946, 2069 1822 1924 1959 1949 2104

I-768 1896, 2065 2134 1933 1948 1948 2120

I-788 1905, 2069 1841 1928 1935 1951 2154
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